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OUR HEADS ARE IN THE CLOUD
STRATEGERY EDITION
The “John Kyle” camera. Thanks to the generous support 
of alumni like John Kyle, ’67, the Swem Media Center 
continues to thrive and impact the teaching and learning 
community at W&M. This photo was taken in Havana 
Cuba, February 2009. In the viewfinder is Alina Rodriguez, 
an emerging video artist in Cuba. Students in the QEP/
Mellon New Media Workshop translated this interview 
which made its way to the Havana Film Festival in New 
York. (Challenge 1,3.4,5)
“The best liberal education
recognizes no boundaries. To truly integrate 
teaching and scholarship, we must support not 
only the traditional disciplines that are the 
foundation for our excellence, but also 
innovative inter- and intra-disciplinary efforts, 
recognizing that these, too, are vital to 
intellectual progress.”(W&M strategic plan)
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SPECIAL SECTION: EMBEDDING THE LIBRARY
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A LIFELONG COMMITMENT TO W&M (through swem)
"We must teach communication comprehensively in all its forms. Today we work with the written or spoken 
word as the primary form of communication. But we also need to understand the importance of graphics, 
music, and cinema, which are just as powerful and in some ways more deeply intertwined with young 
people's culture. We live and work in a visually sophisticated word, so we must be sophisticated in using 
all the forms of communication, not just the written word. " George Lucas
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